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Abstract: Extensive exploration is required to deploy mineralization as a tool to develop low-cost yet
efficient sustained drug release systems. Unlike previous studies which directly incorporated drug
components in mineralized products, we propose an emerging approach to synthesizing drug-loaded
CaCO3 composites, relying on the synergistic occlusion of the molecular solutions comprising both
the alginate hydrogel matrices and the associated drug (doxorubicin) in the course of mineralization.
Independent tools including a scanning electron microscope and adsorption isotherm were employed
to characterize the lyophilized composites, which led to the conclusion that the anticancer drug
doxorubicin (DOX) was uniformly dispersed in the hydrogel matrices as a molecular solution. The
occlusion strategy led to CaCO3-based composites with high loads and sustained and pH-responsive
release of DOX. Considering many drug molecules can form molecular solutions with polymeric
components, we find that the synergistic occlusion can become a general approach to designing smart
drug delivery systems.
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1. Introduction

Calcium carbonate (CaCO3) represents a type of pH-responsive drug carrier which
has been extensively employed in drug release systems because of its low cost, simple
production, intrinsic biocompatibility, and proper biodegradability [1]. The mineral is
stable under neutral and basic pH ranges and will be decomposed into Ca2+ and HCO3

−

when the local aqueous phase turns acidic in inflamed and cancerous tissues, causing
spontaneous release of drug compounds for chemotherapy. The drug-CaCO3 hybrids
can be established by the passivate adsorption of drug (macro)molecular compounds on
mineral surfaces, and therefore, the relatively weak binding strength in between may cause
inadequate sustained release or targeting. The nanosized CaCO3 particles [2–4], porous
CaCO3 scaffolds [5–8], mesocrystals [9], and hollow microparticles [10,11] featured by
large surface areas become promising candidates for high drug load and efficient release
performance. Nevertheless, the synthetic routes to these CaCO3-drug composite particles
can be sophisticated and require strict experimental conditions. Development of an efficient
approach to CaCO3-based drug composites is therefore anticipated to achieve sufficient
loads for on-demand sustained drug release.

Biomineralization provides us a general strategy for the occlusion of organic com-
pounds in inorganic matrices [12]. A growing number of mineralization studies have re-
ported the direct occlusion of organic components in CaCO3 crystals. These organics, span-
ning across organic molecules [13–15], charged and non-charged macromolecules [16–18],
micelles [19,20], and nanoparticles [21], are distinct in chemistry and structural forms,
which indicates that their occlusion in CaCO3 crystals can be a general approach to grow-
ing inorganic-organic composites [22,23]. For instance, a drug compound—doxorubicin
(DOX)—can be uniformly occluded in single crystalline calcite for the establishment of a
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controlled drug release system for cancer cell treatment [13,24]. However, it is worth noting
that not all organics can be directly occluded in CaCO3 crystals in the course of mineraliza-
tion. Moreover, the direct occlusion of organics in CaCO3 crystals always accompanies the
occurrence of lattice distortions in the course of mineralization [25]. Hence, a synergistic
occlusion strategy remains to be required for the controllable generation of CaCO3-based
drug release systems.

Indeed, the synergistic occlusion of multiple organic components is a universal strategy
that can be deployed in the formation of biogenic and synthetic minerals [23,26]. The
synergy of multiple organic constituents is responsible not only for the evolution of specific
hierarchical architectures [26,27] but for the reconciliation of multiple properties [28]. For
instance, glycoproteins, together with silk fibroin-like media and chitinous constituents, are
responsible for the generation of brick-and-mortar structures in mollusk shells, which show
remarkable strength and resilience [29]. This synergistic principle of biomineralization
has been employed to design synthetic minerals that can occlude a relatively high level
of functional constituents, such as nano-sized particles and organic compounds [23,30].
Particularly, molecular association is an effective approach to the synergistic occlusion of
the constituents which cannot be incorporated in CaCO3 crystals solely. For instance, an
insoluble recombinant biomineralization protein, namely perlucin, was bound to soluble
green fluorescent proteins for the associated occlusion in calcitic crystals [31]. Another
study reported that molecular interactions between amino acids and dye molecules favor
the occlusion of dye molecules in CaCO3 crystals [32]. Though efficient occlusion of the
organics in mineralized products could be achieved in the abovementioned studies, little
remains known about versatile guidance for screening proper molecular combinations for
synergistic occlusion.

Alternatively, hydrogel-mediated mineralization [33] is deemed a universal approach
for the synergistic occlusion of both hydrogel networks and the associated nanoparticles
or organic compounds in the mineralized composites [34–36]. A sufficient gel strength
can withstand crystallization pressure [33], which leads to the simultaneous occlusion
of both gelled frameworks and the adhered functional components. Therefore, intimate
association of the hydrogels and the functional components can introduce the non-intrinsic
properties to the CaCO3 crystals without considering the structural discrepancy between
the dopants and the inorganic matrices. To our knowledge, this synthetic strategy of
synergistic occlusion has not been applied to the development of drug-loaded CaCO3
composites, the success of which can reward us with an emerging material engineering
route to drug delivery systems with sufficient drug loads and delivery efficiency.

Herein, we report on mineralization-occluded, DOX-loaded alginate hydrogels in the
prismatic CaCO3 composites with sufficient drug load and sustained release. Multiple
microscopic tools were employed to disclose the spatial distribution of the DOX constituents
in the drug-loaded composites. Both the synthetic composites and lyophilized DOX-
alginate hydrogels were characterized to confirm that the good affinity between the DOX
and alginate components could lead to the dispersed form of the drug in alginate hydrogels.
Furthermore, an adsorption isotherm was performed to confirm the DOX components
were dispersed in an alginate hydrogel as a molecular solution, which guaranteed their
synergistic occlusion in the DOX-CaCO3-alginate composites and sufficient drug load in the
course of mineralization. Finally, the in vitro release properties of the DOX-CaCO3-alginate
composites at different pH values were evaluated systematically.

2. Experimental Section
2.1. Materials

Cocoons of the Bombyx mori silkworm were purchased from Fu’an Cocoon Ltd. (Dong-
tai, Jiangsu, China), and the degumming of the Bombyx mori silk fibroin (SF) and prepa-
ration of regenerated SF aqueous solutions were conducted following the established
procedure [37]. Calcium chloride (powders, AR), NH4HCO3 (powders, AR), acetic acid
(≥99.8%, AR), and ethanol (≥99.8%, AR) were purchased from Sinopharm Chemical
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Reagent (Shanghai, China). Doxorubicin hydrochloride (powders, 98%), chitosan (average
Mw = 3.0 × 105 g mol−1, viscosity: 800–2000 CP, deacetylation degree: 95%), agarose (pow-
ders, type I), and poly(dl-aspartic acid) solutions (PAsp; average Mw = 2.0 − 11.0 × 103 g mol−1)
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co. Ltd. (Shanghai, China). Alginate (powders, CP) was
purchased from Xilong Scientific (Beijing, China). All chemicals were purchased and used as
received without further purification if not specified. Degassed purified water was obtained
from a Direct-Q 3UV water purification system and boiled for 0.5 h to remove CO2 before
use.

2.2. Growth of Seed Layers

Chitosan thin films were used as the substrates for CaCO3 mineralization. First, a
volume of 30 µL 1 wt% chitosan-acetic acid solution was dipped on a clean cover glass
(1.0 cm × 1.0 cm, pretreated with Piranha solution) followed by a spin-coating process
using a spin rate at 5000 rpm for 1 min. Then, the substrates were immersed in a volume of
4 mL 20 mM CaCl2 aqueous solution in the presence of 0.01 g L−1 PAsp as the additive in a
closed desiccator. The mineralization was performed by a standard gas diffusion method
based on the decomposition of NH4HCO3 for 24 h. Subsequently, the substrates, together
with the hybrid thin films, were removed and rinsed twice with degassed purified water
before being used for characterization or overgrowth. Detailed information can be found
elsewhere [38,39].

2.3. Deposition of Alginate Hydrogel Layers on Seed Layers

In this work, the alginate solution was mixed with the DOX solution beforehand,
where the concentrations of the alginate and DOX were 2.0 wt% and 0.2 g L−1, respectively.
A 30 µL solution was dipped on the seed layer followed by a spin-coating process using
a spin rate at 1500 rpm for 10 s. A calcium chloride solution was employed for gelation.
The alginate-coated seed layers were immersed in 20 mM calcium chloride solution for 4 h
before being immersed in water for 1 min to remove the excess calcium chloride solution.

2.4. Overgrowth

The hydrogel-covered seed layers were carefully positioned at the bottom of plastic
petri dishes containing a volume of 4 mL CaCl2-SF-DOX solution for the growth of overlay-
ers. Growth of the overlayers was conducted in 20 mM CaCl2 solutions containing 0.2 wt%
SF and 0.2 g L−1 DOX via the standard gas diffusion method mentioned in the growth of
seed layers. Mineralization was performed in ambient conditions for 48 h.

2.5. Isothermal Adsorption of DOX

A quantity of 0.02 g (m0) lyophilized sodium alginate hydrogels was added into 6 mL
(V0) DOX solutions at concentrations of 5, 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140, 160, 180, and
200 mg L−1 (c0) and was kept in the dark for 48 hrs for DOX adsorption. Here, the pH
value of the DOX solution was adjusted to 5 with hydrochloric acid (0.1 mol L−1) before
use. An ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) spectrophotometry method was used to determine the
concentration of DOX according to the Beer–Lambert law, where the absorbance of the DOX
solution (6, 9, 12, 15, and 18 µg mL−1) at 480 nm was measured to draw the standard curve
(Figure S4). The adsorption capacity (qe) of the DOX in the alginate gels was calculated
according to the following equation. The adsorption capacity (qe) of the DOX in the agarose
gels was measured with the same method. The adsorption capacity (qe) at different DOX
equilibrium concentrations (ce) was plotted into isothermal adsorption curves:

W0 (mg) = c0 V0W1 (mg) = ce V0qe

(
mg g−1

)
=

w0 − w1

m0

2.6. Drug Loading

A quantity of 0.6 g of a gelled alginate block was put into a solution containing
DOX, calcium chloride, and SF. The concentrations of DOX in the mineralization protocol
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were 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5 mg mL−1. After mineralization for a period of 48 h, the alginate
block containing DOX-CaCO3-alginate minerals was weighed (mtotal) and dissolved in
hydrochloric acid (0.1 mol L−1), and the weight of the loaded DOX (mloaded DOX) was tested
by an ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) spectrophotometry method previously. Blank mineral
samples were collected directly from a solution that did not contain the alginate block. The
DOX loading capacity was calculated according to the following equation:

Loading capacity (%) =
mloaded DOX

mtotal
× 100%

2.7. In Vitro Drug Release

The collected DOX-alginate, DOX-CaCO3, and DOX-CaCO3-alginate materials scraped
from the glass substrate (1.0 cm × 1.0 cm), each containing 2 mg (m0) of DOX, were dis-
persed in 10 mL deionized water with an ultrasound separately. Then, the dispersions were
transferred into dialysis tubes (MWCO: 3500 Da), and placed in a conical flask containing a
volume of 50 mL (V0) 0.01 mM PBS buffer at pH 7.4 in dark conditions. The conical flask
was oscillated at 100 rpm at 37 ◦C, where 2 mL (V) of a solution containing DOX released
in the conical flask was taken at regular intervals, and equal volumes of fresh PBS buffer
solution were supplemented at the same time. The variations in the DOX concentrations
over time were measured by the ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) spectrophotometry method.
The cumulative drug release percentages were calculated as follows. The drug release
properties of the CaCO3-SA-DOX samples at different pH values of 7.4, 6.5, and 4.5 were
evaluated using the same method:

First release percentage =
c1V0

m0
× 100%Cumulative release percentage of the ith i ≥ 2 =

ciV0 + V ∑i
i=2 ci−1

m0
× 100%

ci (g L−1): DOX concentrations in buffer solution taken out for the i-th time.

2.8. Characterization

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were collected with a Hitachi S4800 (5 kV
acceleration voltage). First, the sample was treated with liquid nitrogen, and then the
fractured thin films or the full-face samples were stuck onto double-sided conducting
tape. Finally, the samples were coated with a layer of 10 nm of platinum with a JFC-600
sputter coater before characterization. Regarding the DOX-hydrogel samples 333 mL of a 6
mg mL−1 doxorubicin hydrochloride aqueous solution was mixed with 2 mg of a 2 wt%
alginate solution under ultrasonication before lyophilization. Optical microscopy (OM)
and polarized optical microscopy (POM) images were collected using an Olympus BX53
OM equipped with polarizers. The XRD results were obtained by using an X’pert PRO
PANalytical X-ray diffractometer equipped with Cu Kα radiation, where the diffraction
patterns were generated with the instrument operating at 40 mA and 40 kV with a step size
of 0.016◦. The Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectra (in the region of 4000–500 cm−1)
were recorded by using a Nicolet iS10 spectrometer with the ATR mode in ambient condi-
tions. The ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) spectra as well as the absorbance test were recorded
by using a Perkin Elmer LAMBDA750 spectrometer in ambient conditions. The steady
state photoluminescent spectra were measured using a (HITACHI) F-4600 Fluorescence
Spectrophotometer, where the excitation wavelength was 450 nm. Fluorescence images
were collected using a Leica DM 6000B for fluorescence microscopy and green fluorescence,
with a wavelength of 515–560 nm used for excitation.

3. Results and Discussion

In the current study, seeded mineralization [38] was deployed for the precipitation
of DOX-CaCO3-alginate composites. In the primary step, polycrystalline CaCO3 seeds
comprising granular structural units were deposited on a chitosan film in the presence of a
polymeric additive: poly(dl-aspartic acid). In a parallel experiment, DOX was dispersed in
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a 2.0 wt% alginate hydrogel beforehand at a concentration of 0.2 g L−1. Subsequently, this
DOX-alginate solution was spin-coated uniformly on the seed layers for the overgrowth
of the prismatic DOX-CaCO3-alginate minerals in a mother liquor containing calcium
cations (20 mM), silk fibroin (0.2 wt%), and DOX (0.2 g L−1). The synergistic occlusion
of the DOX-alginate hydrogels led to a high drug load of 0.2 wt%, while the overgrowth
in the hydrogel’s absence caused a relatively low occlusion level of 0.04 wt%. Moreover,
the occlusion level of the DOX molecules increased with the concentration of DOX in the
reacting mother liquor (Figure 1f). We did not go beyond a concentration of DOX in the
mother liquor of 0.5 g L−1 because very high drug loads might cause cytotoxicity. Hence,
the synergy between DOX and alginate guaranteed high and uniform drug loads in the
prismatic DOX-CaCO3-alginate minerals.
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Figure 1. (a) Scheme of the seeded mineralization deployed for the formation of the DOX-CaCO3-
alginate composite. (b) Molecular formulae of sodium alginate and DOX. (c,d) Digital photos of
DOX-CaCO3-alginate (c) and CaCO3-alginate (d) films. (e) Fluorescence optical microscopic image
(green fluorescence with a wavelength of 515–560 nm was used for excitation) of the DOX-CaCO3-
alginate film. (f) Correlations between the concentration of DOX in the reacting mother liquors
and the drug occlusion levels, where all measurements and calculations were based on the UV-vis
spectra and the Beer–Lambert law. (g) Steady state photoluminescent spectra (excitation wavelength
= 450 nm) of DOX solution, a CaCO3-alginate film, and a DOX-CaCO3-alginate film.
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A polarized optical microscopic (POM) image disclosed the formation of continuous
prismatic DOX-CaCO3-alginate overlayers after the multistep mineralization (Figure S2).
Moreover, a digital photo showed the uniform red color of the prismatic mineral (Figure 1c),
which hints at the homogeneous spatial distribution of the DOX components. By contrast,
the prismatic CaCO3-alginate films were colorless in the absence of the DOX components
(Figure 1d). Under green fluorescence illumination, intensive fluorescence was emitted from
the DOX-CaCO3-alginate overlayers (Figure 1e). A separate steady state photoluminescence
spectrum showed emission peaks at 595 nm, which was consistent with that of DOX in
the solution (Figure 1g). Moreover, the UV-vis spectroscopy of the DOX-CaCO3-alginate
composite showed absorption peaks of ~233 nm, ~253 nm, and ~500 nm, which were very
close to those of the DOX solutions (Figure S4a). The absorption peak of the DOX-CaCO3-
alginate composites was bathochromically shifted by ∼20 nm compared with that of the
DOX solution, which can be ascribed to the molecular interactions between the DOX and
alginate. Therefore, both the photos and the UV-vis spectra indicate that DOX molecules
were uniformly occluded in the DOX-CaCO3-alginate mineral.

Cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was employed to disclose the mi-
crostructural characteristics of the prismatic DOX-CaCO3-alginate overlayers (Figure 2a,b).
The overlayer is composed of rhombohedral structural units, where the typical {104} facets
are disclosed and observable. The surface of these rhombohedra is not smooth but is
highly roughened, which is ascribed to the presence of soluble silk fibroin additives and
hydrogel matrices in the course of mineralization. The occurrence of scattered nanofibrils
in the overlayer should be attributed to the occluded hydrogel matrices. The rhombohedral
structural feature of the DOX-CaCO3-alginate mineral was in line with that of its CaCO3
counterpart synthesized in DOX’s absence. This result is different from a previous study,
which reported that DOX—as a soluble additive—had a direct impact on the morphological
control of DOX-CaCO3 precipitates [13]. Therefore, it was assumed that in the overgrowth
process, all DOX molecules intimately associated with the hydrogel matrices were occluded
in the mineralized product. The concentration of the free DOX molecules should be low
or even ignorable, and therefore, the deployment of DOX had no apparent impact on the
morphological outcome of the DOX-CaCO3-alginate composites. Additionally, the X-ray
diffraction pattern confirmed that calcite was the only crystalline polymorph, and no peak
belonging to DOX was present (Figure S3).

Gently etching the DOX-CaCO3-alginate composites with deionized water led to the
dissolution of the mineralized constituents on the exterior surface, while both the DOX and
alginate hydrogels were preserved, owing to their insolubility in water. The lyophilized sur-
face is featured with the occurrence of the nanofibrillar network, which should be ascribed
to the reminiscent DOX-alginate networks (Figure 2c). It is worth noting that no isolated
particle was detectable, which indicates the close interactions between the DOX and alginate
constituents in the nanofibrillar structure. As a comparison, agglomerating DOX nanoparti-
cles were precipitated in the DOX aqueous solution (Figure 2d). Therefore, the result of the
etching treatment suggests that the intimate interactions between the DOX and alginate
components and dehydration could not cause the occurrence of phase separation between
the two chemicals at the nanoscale. Additionally, all DOX constituents were associated
with the hydrogel matrices and occluded in the DOX-CaCO3-alginate composites.
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Figure 2. (a,b) Cross-sectional SEM images showing the DOX-CaCO3-alginate (a) and CaCO3-alginate
(b) films obtained in 2 wt% alginate hydrogel matrices, where the white arrows point to the gel
networks embedded in the lyophilized samples. (c) Top-view SEM image showing the appearance
of nanofibrillar networks on the exterior surface of the DOX-CaCO3-alginate overlayers after slight
etching with water. (d) SEM image showing DOX powders precipitated in bulk phase.

The DOX-alginate hydrogels were lyophilized to provide a mechanistic understanding
of the interactions between the two organic components. The porous scaffold of the
lyophilized DOX-alginate hybrid hydrogels was morphologically similar to that of the
pristine alginate one (Figure 3a,b). No nanoparticulate structure could be detected on the
lyophilized scaffold of the DOX-alginate hybrid, which hints that the DOX constituents
can be dispersed in the alginate matrices for the formation of uniform structures. These
results are in line with the finding of the etching experiments, both of which confirm
that both DOX and alginate components could be occluded in the CaCO3 matrices in a
synergistic manner. In addition to the alginate hydrogels, the uniform nanofibrillar scaffold
of the lyophilized DOX-agarose hydrogels could be formed via the same protocol, which
suggests that DOX exhibits the capability of formation of uniform nanofibrous structures
with multiple polymeric candidates (Figure 3c,d). The molecular interactions between
DOX and the polymers can be evaluated with the adsorption isotherm. The adsorption
capacities of the alginate and agarose hydrogels (2.0 wt%) were as high as ~31 mg g−1

and ~36 mg g−1, respectively (Figure 3e). It is determined that the carboxyl and hydroxyl
groups on both types of polymeric chains can interact with amine and hydroxyl groups
on DOX. The deployment of DOX-alginate hydrogels led to a high drug load of 0.25 wt%,
which eventually caused a DOX occlusion level of 0.04 wt% in the DOX-CaCO3-alginate
composites. In short, the intermolecular interactions between DOX and alginate guaranteed
high and uniform drug loads in the prismatic CaCO3 minerals.
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Figure 3. (a,b) SEM images of lyophilized DOX-alginate (a) and alginate (b) hydrogels, where the
concentrations of DOX and alginate were 2 g L−1 and 2 wt%, respectively. (c,d) SEM images of
lyophilized DOX—agarose (c) and agarose (d) hydrogels, where the concentrations of DOX and
agarose were 2 g L−1 and 2 wt%, respectively. (e) Adsorption isotherms of DOX molecules with
lyophilized alginate and agarose hydrogels (2 wt%).

Synergistic occlusion of the DOX constituents should cause sustained drug release of
the DOX-CaCO3-alginate hybrids. In vitro release studies of the target composite, together
with DOX-alginate hydrogels and the DOX-CaCO3 hybrid mineral, (DOX was passively
occluded from the bulk phase instead of using alginate hydrogels.) were conducted using
a dialytic technique. All samples were assayed using UV-vis spectrophotometry at a
wavelength of 480 nm. All hybrids exhibited a sustained release performance throughout
the period, among which the DOX-CaCO3-alginate hybrids showed the best performance.
Meanwhile, both the physical embedding in the mineralized matrix and the molecular
association with nanofibrillar alginate constituents led to a reduction in the initial bust
release and the subsequent steady release performance, as can be found in the comparison
of releasing patterns. It is also worth noting that alginate—a natural polysaccharide—is a
type of excellent biomacromolecule with excellent biocompatibility and biodegradability.

Next, the in vitro drug release behaviors of the DOX-CaCO3-alginate hybrids at dif-
ferent pH values were evaluated, as the CaCO3 mineral itself is a typical pH-responsive
drug carrier. Three aqueous solutions with pH values of 7.4, 6.5, and 4.5 were selected to
simulate the physiological condition, the mild tumor microenvironment condition, and the
significant acidic tumor microenvironment condition, respectively. After a releasing period
of 48 h, a proportion of 56 wt% DOX molecules from the composites was released into the
pH = 4.5 solution, which was significantly higher than those released into the relatively
basic solutions (Figure 4b). Thus, this pH-triggered sustained and controlled release of
the DOX constituents may facilitate targeted drug release in the acidic tumor environment
within tumor cells and, in the meantime, reduce the side effects for normal cells under
physiological conditions.
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4. Conclusions

The strategy of synergistic occlusion was successful in the design of DOX-CaCO3-
alginate hybrid composites with sustained drug delivery properties. The formation of a
molecular solution between DOX and the alginate hydrogel guarantees synergistic occlu-
sion in the course of prismatic mineralization. The composites exhibited sustained drug
release performance, which was ascribed to the physical occlusion in the CaCO3 mineral
and the intimate interactions between DOX and the nanofibrillar alginate. In principle,
there exist many drug-hydrogel pairs that can form molecular solutions in the proper
experimental conditions. It is therefore deemed that this emerging strategy can be a general
approach to the design of smart drug delivery systems.
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